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ABSTRACT

IWAVE is a framework for time-domain regular grid finite difference and finite el-
ement methods. The demonstration package includes examples of typical IWAVE
use cases, with complete input data. This paper displays reference output. [Note
- under construction!]

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this short paper is to illustrate the use of IWAVE to calculate
synthetic seismograms. IWAVE is built around a core framework, that is, a collection
of separate software packages which together provide a set of essential services upon
which applications may be built, and which completely define the interfaces to which
additional software must be written to formulate a complete application. Along with
the core framework, the current release contains a complete time-domain acoustic
modeling application, as well as a basic isotropic elastodynamics application. The
demonstrations discussed here are based on the acoustic modeling application.

All IWAVE applications are parameter-driven: that is, they accept as input a file
defining a map or associative array, consisting of a list of key = value pairs. The
demo directories described in this paper contain one or more such parameter (“par”)
files, always signified by the suffix “.par”. Each file defines a modeling task. By
perusing these par files and examining the simulation output, the user can quickly
gain an appreciation of scope of IWAVE’s capabilities.

A secondary purpose is to supply the user with the means to independently verify
some of the claims in the paper by Symes and Vdovina (2009), in which the examples
were generated using an earlier version of the same software.

ACOUSTODYNAMICS

The IWAVE acoustic package is based on the pressure-velocity form of acoustody-
namics, consisting of two coupled first-order partial differential equations:
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In these equations, p(x, t) is the pressure (excess, relative to an ambient equilibrium
pressure), v(x, t) is the particle velocity, ρ(x) and κ(x) are the density and parti-
cle velocity respectively. Bold-faced symbols denote vectors; the above formulation
applies in 1, 2, or 3D.

The inhomogeneous term g represents externally supplied energy (a “source”), via
a defect in the acoustic constitutive relation. A typical example is the isotropic point
source

g(x, t) = w(t)δ(x− xs)

at source location xs.

The bulk modulus and buoyancy (reciprocal density) are the natural parameters
in a time-stepping discretization of this equation. I will display velocity and density
instead. IWAVE’s acoustic application converts velocity and density to bulk modulus
and buoyancy as part of the problem setup phase.

THE DOME MODEL - DEMO1

This simple 2D model embeds an anticline or dome in an otherwise undisturbed
package of layers. The velocity and density models are depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

Symes and Vdovina (2009) use this model to illustrate the interface error phe-
nomenon: the tendency, first reported by Brown (1984), of all finite difference schemes
for wave propagation to exhibit first order error, regardless of formal order, for mod-
els with material parameter discontinuities. The shot record (Figure 3, acquisition
geometry described in caption) looks perfectly normal. However the spatial sample
rate of the model in Figures 1 and 2 has a considerable effect. The material parameter
fields are constructed as functions of position in 2D space, hence can be sampled at
any rate at all. Figures 4 and 5 compare traces computed from models sampled at
four different rates. The scheme used is the 2nd order in time, 4th order in space stag-
gered grid scheme, which is formally 2nd order convergent like the original 2nd order
scheme suggested by Virieux (1984), but has better dispersion suppression. Nonethe-
less, the figures clearly show the first order error, in the form of a grid-dependent time
shift, predicted by Brown (1984). See (Symes and Vdovina, 2009) for more examples,
analysis, and discussion.

Inspection of the SConstruct file in demo1 will show that the modeling tool used
is asg, the IWAVE acoustic modeling command. This command reads its parameters
from a par file. Four par files are present in demo1, each one defining a modeling job,
corresponding to a given level of grid refinement. The meaning of each parameter in
the par file is described in the IWAVE web documentation: http://www.trip.caam.
rice.edu/software/iwave/doc/html/index.html.

http://www.trip.caam.rice.edu/software/iwave/doc/html/index.html
http://www.trip.caam.rice.edu/software/iwave/doc/html/index.html
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Figure 1: Dome velocity model
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Figure 2: Dome density model
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Figure 3: 2D shot record, 301 traces: shot x = 3300 m, shot z = 40 m, receiver x =
100 - 6100 m, receiver z = 20 m, number of time samples = 1501, time sample interval
= 2 ms. Source pulse = zero phase trapezoidal [0.0, 2.4, 15.0, 20.0] Hz bandpass filter.
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Figure 4: Trace 100 (receiver x = 2100 m) for ∆x = ∆z = 20 m (red), 10 m (green),
5 m (blue), and 2.5 m (black). Note arrival time discrepancy after 1 s: this is the
interface error discussed in (Symes and Vdovina, 2009). Except for the 20 m result,
grid dispersion error is minimal.
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Figure 5: Trace 100 detail, 1.8-2.5 s, showing more clearly the first-order interface
error: the time shift between computed events and the truth (the 2.5 m result, more
or less) is proportional to ∆t, or equivalently to ∆z.
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